Nuclear DNA content, proliferation index, and nuclear size determination in normal and cirrhotic liver, and in benign and malignant primary and metastatic hepatic tumors.
The distribution values of ploidy, of the proliferation index, of the percentages of diploid cells/case, of nuclear size, and DNA histogram type are described in a series of 92 liver samples from 87 patients. The 92 samples include normal (31 cases) and cirrhotic (14 cases) tissues, benign tumors (7 cases), well-differentiated hepatocellular carcinomas (HCCs, 13 cases), moderately and poorly differentiated HCCs (8 cases), and colorectal glandular metastatic tissues (19 cases). The samples are from either fine-needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) or histologic imprint smears (HIS). Nuclear assessments were computed on Feulgen-stained nuclei by means of a cell image processor. The results show that the mean DNA index value, the mean nuclear area (NA) value, and the mean percentages of diploid cells per sample are significantly different in the three benign groups under study (normal and cirrhotic tissues and benign tumors) as compared with the mean parameter values from the three neoplastic liver groups (well-differentiated and poorly differentiated HCCs and colorectal metastases). None of these three parameters, however, makes it possible to discriminate clearly between these six histopathologic groups at the individual case level. The mean proliferation index values were significantly lower in the normal tissues and the benign tumors than in the four other histopathologic groups. Recognizing six DNA histogram types, ie, diploid, hyperdiploid, triploid, hypertriploid, tetraploid, and polymorphic, we observed that all the benign samples (the normal and cirrhotic tissues and the benign tumors) exhibited a diploid and/or tetraploid DNA histogram pattern, whereas the neoplastic samples exhibited the six DNA histogram patterns. The combination of the five computerized parameters into a cytologic score (CS) ranging from 5 to 15 permits clear-cut discrimination between nonneoplastic and neoplastic liver cases. The specificity and sensitivity, and the positive and negative predictive values relating to this score were as high as 100%, 95%, 100%, and 96%, respectively.